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Abstract 
The goal of this research is to create a simulation mechanism which provides on-line 
performance evaluation for various decision strategies at the control phase of a man ufa.ct uring 
system. A simulation generator, written in PROLOG, is developed for the above purpose. The 
generator takes production information as well as physical description of the man u fa.ct u ring 
system as input, and generates corresponding simulation model. The user could then use the 
model to evaluate various production control strategies such as job dispatching, queue 
disciplines, and material handling policies. 
The use of this simulation generator is tested and demonstrated with a few production 
control problems. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The purpose of FMS is to increase efficiencies for batch production at medium volumes 
(200 to 20,000 units/year) having a medium number of parts (10 to 200 parts) (I(alkunte, 
1986). To reach the goal of high productivity, the FMS hardware integrates a set of NC 
(Numerical Control) machines with an automated materials handling system via con1puter 
control. For effective management of FMS, not only must allocation of resources, 
assignment of tools/fixtures, and selection of part loading sequence be considered, but also 
the scheduling of part operations. Analytical models are sometimes too aggregate to 
accommodate all the detailed information in an FMS. Therefore, discrete event systems 
simulation plays an important role in FMS modeling and evaluation (ElMaragl1y, 1982). 
But, there are two main disadvantages of simulation: 1) the often considerable effort needed 
to develop the model, and 2) the cost of modifying/updating the simulation model in order 
to accommodate system changes. To resolve the above problems, simulation generators a.re 
developed to translate system models into programming codes autonomously. 
Discrete simulation may provide modelling tools in both the design and control pha.ses. In 
the design phase, simulation models are used for the user long-term decision analysis, such 
as resource requirements, layout configurations, buffer sizes, in-process inventory levels, and 
expected performance assessment. In the control phase, simulation facilitates short-tern1 
decision analysis, such as work order release, job dispatching, and resource allocation 
( Grant, 1986). Since discrete simulation can be used to model a complex syste1n in great 
detail and to perform effective what-if analysis, it is a potentially powerful tool for the 
control of FMS. The objective of the present research is to develop a flexible simulation 
mechanism as a decision aid in the FMS control phase. 
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1.2 Discrete Event Simulation 
Discrete event simulation models a system by describing the changes that occur in the 
system at discrete points in time (Pedgen, 1982). To illustrate the discrete event si111 ulation 
model, consider a manufacturing cell with one machine. Jobs arrive at the machine, possibly 
wait, undergo a process by the machine, then depart. The state of the system is defined by 
the machine busy /idle status and the number of \vaiting jobs. The state remains constant 
except when ne,v jobs arrive at or depart from tl1e machine. O,ving to this, the system 
behavior is defined by the job arrival and job departure, t,vo events whose contents are 
described in Table 1. 
Event Logic Table Table 1. 
Job arrival event: 
1. If machine idle then schedule job departure event, else put the job on waiting list. 
2. Schedule next job arrival tiine. 
Job departure event: 
1. If any job is waiting then set machine idle, else select one job on ,vaiting list 
and schedule job departure event. 
An instant in time where tl1e state of the system may change is called an event time. In 
tl1e above example, there are job arrivals and job departures, two kinds of event times 
which are scheduled as part of events. Figure 1 demonstrates one example of scheduling 
event times. 
Time 
Job Arrival Event Job Departure Event 
Figure 1. Relationsl1ip of Events (Frisker, 1986) 
A change in tl1e state of tl1e syste1n can occur only at these event times, and the events 
can be used to completely describe tl1e dynamic structure of the system (Frisker, 1986). 
TI1erefore, a discrete event simulation is constructed by defining the events where the 
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system state can change and then model the logic associated with each event (Pedgen, 
1986). 
1.3 Planning and Scheduling of FMS 
Since the machine tool changeover times and operation times of FMS are shorter than in 
a general-purpose job shop environment, and the amount of buffer storage are often 
limited, effective scheduling is needed to maintain the system efficiency (Norton and 
Smunt, 1986). Once an FMS loading sequence is released, the FMS scheduling system \vill 
arrange job sequences to meet the requirement of material planning. For the sake of 
simplicity and practicality, priority dispatching rules are commonly i1nplemented in on-line 
FMS scheduling (I(iran and Tansel, 1985). 
Priority dispatching rules are used to select the next job to be processed from a set of 
jobs awaiting service (Blackstone et al., 1982). Some of these rules will override others, 
depending on various factors, such as performance criteria and the job arrival pattern 
(Elsayed and Boucher, 1985). Simulation techniques are often used to evaluate the effects of 
varying the priority dispatching rules. 
There are two types of applications for priority dispatching rules: 
1) Dynamic job shops, in which a new schedule is produced each time a new job type is 
introduced. 
2) Static job shops, in which an a priori existing schedule is generated for a fixed set of 
jobs. 
In general, the dispatching rules are chosen by some criteria. M uhlemann et al.· ( 1982) 
suggested that an ideal on-line scheduling system would make job dispatching decisions for 
each machine once an operation is finished on that machine. Without considering 
computational limitations, they suggested that job dispatching rules should be selected 
based on the overall shop performance rather than on each individual machine. This means 
that the one selected dispatching rule is applied to the overall job shop and this selection 
will make the overall performance best. 
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1.4 Programming Software 
Two major types of software used in discrete simulation will be discussed: 
1) procedure-oriented software, 
2) knowledge-based software. 
Procedure-oriented software is composed of a collection of data and al
gorithms which 
manipulate the data. Knowledge-based software, on the other hand, cons
ists of a group of 
facts and rules. Facts represent the status information and rules der
ive new facts or 
hypothesis from what is presently known (Forsyth, 1984). The distinctions between these 
two software types are briefly described in table 2 : 
Comparision of Procedural and l(nowledge-based Softwares Table 2. 
Procedure-oriented program == data + algorithm 
data - The representation of something is manipulated by software. 
algorithm - The information describes the manipulation of data. 
Knowledge-based program == facts + rules : (Brakto, 1986) 
facts - Things are always, unconditionally true. 
rules - Things are true depending on a given condition. 
In procedure-oriented programs, data is manipulated in algorithms who
se structure is 
determined by the strict sequencing of executable statements, i.e. those wh
ich contain gotos, 
do-while loops, repeat-until loops, etc. (Frost, 1986). After the manipulation of data, the 
output is either stored as a new data file or printed on output devices. 
Most conventio11al 
high-level languages, such as FORTRAN, COBOL, etc., may be regarded
 as procedural in 
nature. 
A knowledge base can be defined as a collection of facts and a set of rules
 (Frost, 1986). 
The facts describe certain events which are axiomatic, and the rules 
consist of logical 
relations between facts/rules independent of their sequence (Brakto, 1986). PROLOG is 011e 
of the knowledge-based programs, and it contains a set of goals to be 
proved. Once tl1e 
PROLOG interpreter meets a goal, it uses a depth-first search strategy 
in an attempt to 
prove that the goal is a theorem of the facts and the rules (Frost, 1986). Compared to the 
procedure-oriented software, knowledge-based methods provide th
e advantage of 
' ./\ 4 
modularity. If one part of a procedure-oriented program needs to be modified, the whole 
program may have to be scanned in order to make needed adjustments in other parts of the 
program. In contrast, each component of a knowledge-based program functions as a self-
contained and logically independent entity. When a modification is necessary, only those 
pieces relevant to the particular change must be considered; the smallest component n1ay be 
modified without affecting the structure of the program. This flexibility results in greater 
programming efficiency and readability. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Survey 
Three areas of studies are related to this research: 
1. Simulation and simulation generators 
2. Scheduling 
3. Programming software 
2.1 Simulation and Simulation Generators 
Since discrete simulation techniques have been recognized as a useful tool both in the 
design and control of FMS, simulation applications in FMS will be reviewed first. After that, 
a general purpose simulation language, SIMAN, will be discussed. Then, the survey \vill 
focus on simulation generators. 
2.1.1 FMS Simulator 
In the design phase of FMS, simulation models are normally used to provide cletailed 
information for evaluating design proposals. In general, two typical output fron1 FMS 
simulators are as follows (Charles Stark Draper Lab. 1984): 
1) Performance measures, such as throughput, average flow time, resource utilization, 
etc. 
2) Statistical data, such as average queue length, time-in-system for all parts, etc. 
EIMaraghy (1982) suggested that the simulation output can help the FMS desig11ers to: 
1) evaluate design alternatives, 
2) analyze the sensitivity of various design parameters, and 
3) assist the selection of hardware components and their layout. 
Besides the above functions, ElMaraghy summarized the contributions of Fi\1S 
simulators in the FMS control phase as follows: 
1) to test specific system control strategies, 
2) to identify the critical control elements, and 
3) to offer support in rescheduling the released orders or changing the part-mix. 
Classen and Malstrom (1982) also addressed the importance of simulation in sl1op floor 
6 
control. They suggested using sin1ulation to bridge the gap bet\veen static pl'od11ction 
plans and dynamic system simulations. 
Although simulation models are broadly suggested in the FlvIS control ph,1sc\ t\vo 
major proble1ns prevent this technique from fully effective implementation: 
1) The generation/updating of sin1 ulation models is time-consuming and costly. 
2) System data required to build a model must be accurate and kept. 
2.1.2 Simulation Generators - A Typical Example 
Haddock ( 1988) designed a simulation generator for manufacturing systen1s as a. 
preprocessor to tl1e SI1V1AN si1n ulation language. The simulation ge11erator tra.nslatcs 
data provided by the user into a simulation model, and automatically executes the 
simulation program. The relationship between the simulation generator and Sii\I .. \N is 
sho\vn in Figure 2. Input data is entered in the microcomputer througl1 a systen1 of user-
friendly menu screens, and the input variable values are stored in the data file. The 
simulation generator uses the input data to create the model and experi1nen tal fran1es 
required by SI1\1AN. After each simulation run, output statistics are provided to the user, 
and the system returns control to the simulation generator. 
USER SIMAN 
+ 
.._ I Model Frame ; ,.. I 
I Simulation Generator ! ' Experimental Frame _, Simulation I ~ I 
. 
t J, i Statistical Output --~ 
I * Data File I 
* The data file stores the models for editing or running. 
Figure 2. System Description (Haddock, 1988) 
Three functions are built into Haddock's simulation generator: 
1) model entry, which automatically leads to the creation of a new SIMAN program, 
2) model editing, which automatically edits an existing model and generates an updated 
SIMAN program, 
3) model execution, in which tl1e model-generated SI1\1AN program is compiled and 
run. 
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The structure of the generator is depicted in Figure 3. The input data file consists of 
parameters for the model and experimental frames. Therefore, editing not only enables 
changes in experimental parameters (e.g., changing the due date of orders), but also 
changes in the model characteristics ( e.g., adding a common buffer). Once tl1e user h~1s 
run the simulated model, the simulation generator executes the SIMAN compilers and the 
simulation program, then outputs tl1e performance and finally returns control to the 
generator. 
I Enter a New Model I Edit an Existing Model I Run a Niodel I 
,~ 
Create Make Change 
Retrieve 
1 , 
~ , 
I Data File ~ 1-
. :-- [ Niodel & Experimental Fran1es I 
Figure 3. Data File Used by the Generator (Haddock 1988) 
2.2 Dynamic Dispatching Rules 
Emmons (1980) suggested three basic criteria of dynamic dispatching rules which are 
widely used in shop sequencing and scheduling: 
1) Processing-time - the processing time is the only factor to formulate priority rules of 
this type. The objective is to minimize one of the following factors: 
a. ,vaiting time, 
b. throughput time, or 
c. completion time (make span). 
There are three methods to measure the above factors: 
a. choose the largest time of any job, 
b. average the time of all jobs, 
c. average the weighted time of all jobs. 
2) Due-date - job due date is considered to formulate this type of priority rules. The 
objective is to satisfy customers; therefore, either lateness or tardiness should be 
minimized. Similar to the processing-time-based rules, there are three methods for 
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measuring the above: 
a. choose the largest amount, 
b. calculate the average amount, 
c. calculate the average weighted amount. 
In addition, there are two specific methods to measure tardiness: 
a. number of tardy jobs, 
b. sum of the weighted tardy jobs. 
3) Other criteria - One method for balancing the multiple objectives of shop floor 
production is to minimize a weighted combination of several criteria to balance 
conflicting goals. An alternate method is to use a multi-level approach in which the 
relative importance of the criteria are established as a hierarchy. Once tl1ere is a tie 
between two or more jobs, the lower level criterion will be applied to decide the prioirty 
until the tie is broken. 
Day (1970) discussed • various methods for measuring the effectiveness of dynan1ic 
dispatching rules. He listed eight basic performance indices: 
1) Mean job lateness with respect to due dates. 
2) Percent of jobs late with respect to due dates. 
3) Mean work-in-process inventory. 
4) Mean job flow time ( time in the shop). 
5) Mean queue time at each machine or for the whole shop. 
6) Mean number of jobs in the shop. 
7) Machine utilization. 
8) Setup time. 
In order to simulate the performance of dispatching rules, Day developed models for order 
arrivals, processing times, shop size, and routing to describe dynamic job shops. O'Gorn1a11 
et al. (1986) built a simulation model of a flexible transfer line to compare Jol1nson's 
algorithms with 3 dispatching rules - SPT, LPT (largest processing time), and FIFO (first 
in first out). Based on O'Gorman's simulation model, the results show that dispatching 
rules perform almost as well as Johnson's algorithm. 
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2.3 Programming Software 
Thesen et al. (1987) developed an expert scheduling system with five components: 1) a 
rule base, 2) a data base, 3) a search mechanism, 4) a scheduling mechanism, and 5) a 
communication interface. The purpose of the expert scheduling system is to develop "rule-
selection rules" to maximize job performance. 
From the rule base, an appropriate dispatching rule is recommended by the system 
whenever a change of condition occurs in the simulated system. The simulation n1odel in 
Thesen 's expert scheduling system becomes an evaluation tool which predicts the 
performance of selected dispatching rules. One weakness of Thesen 's research is the absence 
of theoretically sound knowledge acquisition methods (Thesen et al., 1987). 
Other researchers have also tried to create intelligent simulation environments \vhich 
integrate knowledge-based software with databases, statistics software, and co111pu ter 
graphics. Reilly et al. (1987) developed the integrated system architecture shown in Figure 
4. The system consists of: 1) a LISP-based model builder, 2) a SLAM-based model executor, 
3) a data base management system as the record keeper, and 4) a statistical package (i.e. 
SAS) to analyse output. Besides the primary components, a processor was used for user 
interaction and network communications. 
Model Builder 
LISP 
PROLOG 
ASP 
Recorder Keeper 
DB Machine 
PAL/PSA 
ASP 
Model Executer 
GGC 
SLAM 
ASP 
Figure 4. A Design for a Simulation Environment 
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Result Analyser 
System S 
SAS 
ASP 
One advantage of the project is its use of computer software which is widely available. 
But this requires the users to obtain this software before setting up the intelligent 
simulation network system. 
Another line of research focuses on developing knowledge-based simulation software. Ben-
Arieh (1986) described a PROLOG-based simulation system with four components: 
1) A static database which contains information that does not change over tin1e. 
Examples are job processing times, routing, initial status of the system, etc. 
2) A dynamic database which contains time-variant information, such as the discrete 
events in the event calendar, available parts in machine queues, the busy /idle status of 
machines, etc. 
3) A knowledge base which contains all the necessary information for the si111 tdation 
model. The knowledge base also offers the user convenient programming subroutines to 
organize the simulation model. 
4) A simulation driver which manages events that are generated by the 111odeling 
knowledge. 
The relationship of the above components is provided in Figure 5. 
Simulation Driver Dynamic Database 
Static Database I Modeling Knowledge I 
Figure 5. Knowledge-based Simulation Structure 
The following advantages are suggested by Ben-Arieh's proposal for the knowledge-based 
simulation environment: 
1) The four modules of the structure are distinct. The users can modify any of them 
without affecting the others. 
2) The system is organized hierarchically in levels of detail. The user can specify how 
many details to include in the output. 
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As indicated by various researchers, a trend in simulation languages is the com bina.tion of 
symbolic manipulations and numerical computation. Symbolic languages are used to qualify 
the behavior of simulated models, and numeric data are to quantify them. Systems which 
combine and integrate the capabilities of both types will be much more powerful than the 
monotone models which exist today. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
A simulation generator coded in PROLOG was developed in this research. In the follo\ving 
section, the methodology used to develop the generator is described in detail. 
3.1 Conceptual Description of the Simulation Structure 
Input to the simulation generator is the description of a FMS environment. 1~he 
parameters which define the FMS environment fall into four different classes, as follo\vs: 1) 
job routing, 2) batches, 3) physical configuration, and 4) production strategies. 
FMS-Environment 
I User-Input I ,... 
Job-Routing Batching Physical- Production-
Configuration Strategies 
~ I'\ 
~ 
' , , t I t I f ' , 
Experiment-Frame I Model-Frame I 
' , I Output-Performance I 
PROLOG Simulation Generator (PROGSIM) 
Figure 6. Overview of the Simulation Generator 
Figure 6 shows a conceptual view of the system. As shown in the figure, the user input 
specifies each component of the FMS environment. The input specifications are converted 
into a PROLOG-based simulation program which consists of an experimental and a model 
frame. Since PROLOG is used to code the programs, the simulation generator is named 
PROGSIM (PROlog SIMulation generator). The remain.der of this chapter is devoted to 
describing each component of PROGSIM's structure. 
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3.1.1. Parameters of FMS Environments 
The parameters used to define the FMS environrncnt are categorized into four cl;_isses 
as follows: 
1) job routing information, 
2) batching, 
3) physical configuration, and 
4) production strategies. 
Job routing information includes the machining sequence for ec\cl1 part and its 
corredsponding processing time. Before jobs are released to the shop, they are norn1aJl~y 
organized in to batches. A batch is specified by its part-mix and batcl1 size (i.e. total 
num her of parts in· that batch). In order to decide the proper batch size and part-111ix, 
generally, the follo\ving constrain ts have to be considered: 
1) tool capacity constrain ts, 
2) fixturing limitations, 
3) in process inventory, and 
4) work load balance. 
The physical layout of the simulated system is based on a conceptual model of Fl'vIS, 
incorporating machines, buffers, transportation devices, and distances betwee11 facilities. 
Figure 7 sho\vs the hierarchical relationships of the FMS physical configuration. 
Machines Transportation-
Device 
- speed 
Physical-Configuration 
Buffers 
Common-Buffer Private-Buffer 
-input-buffer 
-output-buffer 
D. ib 1stances- etween-
Facilities 
Figure 7. Static Structure of the Physical-Configuration 
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A set of production strategics can be specified in the simulation structure: 
1) scheduling of batch arrivals and assignment of due dates, 
2) assign111ent of general dispatching rules for machines and transportation devices, 
3) selection of buffer configuration and availability of machines/transportation-devices. 
The parameters used to specify production strategies are listed in Figure S. rfhc 
contents of production strategies are related to the other two classes of the F,;\IS 
environmerits: 1) physical configuration and, 2) batching. For instance, the facility 
availbility is dependent on the physical configuration. A complete information of hatches 
is provide by incorportating the scheduling of batch arrivals and the assignment of d uc 
dates with part-rnixes and batch sizes. 
f 
Batch-Scheduling 
- batch-arrival 
- due-date 
Prod u ctio n-S t ra tegies 
Dispatchif g-Rules 
- rule-for- machines 
I 
- rule-for-transportation-device 
F ·1· A t ·1 b·1· ac1 1ty- va1 a 1 1 ty 
- available-machine 
- buffer-configuration 
- available-transportation-device 
Figure 8. Static Structure of the Production-Strategies 
3.1.2 PROLOG Simulation Generator (PROGSIM) 
Based on the user-specified FlVIS-environment, PROGSIM generates a sin1 ulation 
structure which consists of a model frame, an experimental frame and an output 
performance module. The model frame encompasses the physical specification of the 
simulated system while the experimental frame keeps all the variable parameters of the 
system. And the output performance module provides the outcome for each sin1ulation 
run. 
As sho,vn in Figure 9, the model-frame contains four subgroups:· machines, a material 
handling system, buffers a.nd distances between facilities. These subgroups contain a 
complete des<:ription of production facilities and their layout in the FMS. 
In the machines subgroup, each machine-type is identified and the number alloted is 
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specified. The material handling system subgroup includes a cou11t of transportation 
devices and their speed. The speed of the material handling system and the distances 
between facilities together determine the transportation time between machines. Under 
the distances bet\veen the facilities subgroup, distances between pairs of facilities arc 
specified by the user. Here it is understood that a facility must be one of the follo\viug: 
,, 
1) machine, 
2) load station, 
3) unload station, 
4) common buffer (if present). 
PROGSIM models t,vo types of buffers within the cell: 
1) common buffers - buffers which are available to any part which needs to be stored in 
the cell, 
2) private buffers - buffers which are available only to parts input and output frorn a 
specific machine. There are two kinds of private buffers categorized b,y their 
functions: 
a) input buffers - which store the parts waiting for the machining operation, 
b) output buffers - which store the parts waiting for the transportation service after 
the machining operation. 
Model-Frames 
tt~ 
Model-Frame 
,, , , , , 
Machines Material-Handling 
System 
Buffers Distances-between-
Machine - number 
- number - speed Common-Buffer Private-Buffers 
- buffer-capacity 
Private-Buffer 
- input-buffer-capacity 
Facili ties 
Distance-bet ween-
Two-Facili ties 
- output-buffer-capacity 
Figure 9. Static Structure of the Model-Frames 
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In the Experimental-Frame, the parameters are categorized into three subgroui)s: 
Orders, Simulation-Stop-Time, and Priority-Rule. It is assumed that each batch \vithin 
the Order must exist within the batch domain as defined in the Batches subfunction. 
Orders 
ttt 
Order 
- batch 
- arrival-time 
- due-date 
Experimental-Frames 
Experimental-Frame 
Simulation-Stop-Time Priority-Rule 
- machines 
- material-handling-systen1 
Figure 10. Static Structure of the Experimental-Frames 
The Output-Performance module of PROGSIM puts the simulation output into one of 
two user-specified formats : 
1) part orientation - a table which lists the arrival and departure times for each part 
passing through the system, 
2) facility orientation - a Gantt Chart which gives start/finish times for each operation 
performed on the arriving parts by a given machine. 
The relationship between Output-Performance, Experimental-Frames and Model-
Frames is shown in Figure 11. 
Experimental-Frame 
t,--:l~Simulation-Program-~>,-,~ data-file --.....,,.• Output-Performance 
Model-Frame--___, 
Figure 11.The Relationships between Experimental/Model-Frame 
and Output-Performance 
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3.2 Assumptions and Limitations 
The following assumptions are made for the simulation model: 
1) Part-related assumptions: 
The processing times are deterministic. 
Alternate routing is not considered. 
2) Batch-related assumptions: 
Due-dates are fixed for parts in same batch. 
3) Assumptions for tl1e material handling system: 
Only one part at a time can be transported by a transportation device. 
Transporters are located at load station at the beginning of each simulation run. 
Interference between transportation devices is not considered. 
4) Assumptions for priority rules: 
All machines obey one set of prioirty rules for machines. 
All transportation devices obey one set of priority rules for transportation devices. 
5) Assumptions for machines: 
Input buffers and output buffers may not be shared. 
The time of loading and unloading is negligible. 
Preemption is not allowed once a machine station is working on a given part. 
Machine stations do not breakdown. 
The underlying model PROGSIM assumed can be characterized by the following systen1 
components: 1) jobs, 2) machines, 3) system common buffer, 4) material handling s.ysten1, 
5) control strategies. A brief description of their attributes is listed in Table 3. 
Component Characteristics/Parameters 
Jobs 1. Routing: 
a. Machining sequence, b. Processing time 
2. Batch: 
a. Batch size, b. Part mix, c. Ratio of part 111ix 
Machines 1. Type of machines ( e.g. drills, lathes, etc.) 
2. Number of machines for each type 
3. Capacity of input buffer for each machine· 
4. Cpapcity of output buffer for each machine 
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System common buffer 1. Capacity 
Material handling system 1. Number of transportators 
2. Speed 
3. Distances between facilities 
Control strategies 1. Arrival times of batches * 
2. Due dates of batches 
3. Simulation stop time 
4. Priority rules for machines •• 
5. Priority rules for material handling systen1 ** 
* The arrival times are the times when the batches are loaded into the manufacturing systern. 
**Eight optional priority rules : 
a. Shortest processing time, b. Longest processing time, c. Shortest rema1n1ng processing 
time, d. Longest remaining processing time, e. Entered first in this queue, f. Entered last in 
this queue, g. Earliest due date, g. Random. 
Table 3. System Characteristics 
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3.3 Variables Specifications 
The variables determine the features of experimental/model frames. The variable values 
of routing sheets, batches, experimental data, and model data are stored in four different 
data files. Table 4 defines the variables used in the program. Variables that end with @ arc 
alphanumeric, while ! refers to integers, and & refers to reals. Parentheses ( ) follow a 
variable when that variable contains an alphanumeric or numeric list. 
Variable 
Routing sheet 
Part@/& * 
Machining sequence[@]/[&] ** 
Processing time[ & ] 
Batch 
Batch@/& 
Size! 
Part-mix in batch[@]/[&] 
Ratio of part-mix in batch[&] 
Experimental frame 
Experimental name@/ & 
Batches released to system[@]/[&] 
Batches arrival times[&] 
Batches due dates[&] 
Priority rules for machines[!] 
Priority rules for material 
handling system[!] 
Simulation stop time[ & ] 
Model frame 
Model name@/ & 
Definition 
• 
Name of part 
Operational sequence of parts 
Machining time which relates to machining 
sequence 
Name of batch 
Total number of parts in the batch 
Type of parts contained in the batch 
Ratio of parts in the batch 
Name of experimental frame 
Batches which will be loaded in the syste111 
Arrival times of the batches which will be 
loaded in the system 
Due dates of the batches which will be 
loaded in the system 
List of priority rules applied to 
the machines 
List of priority rules applied to 
the material handling system 
Time of stopping simulation run 
Name of model frame 
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Machines(@)/(&) 
Amount of each kind of 
machine[!] 
Material Handling System@/& 
Amount of transporters! 
Transferring speed& 
Capacity of common buffer! 
Capacity of private input 
buffers[!] 
Capacity of private output 
buffers[!] 
Distance between machine 
stations[ & ] 
Name of machines in the system 
Number of each kind of machine 
Name of material handling system 
Number of transportation devices available 
Speed of transportation device 
Maximum capacity of common buffer 
List of maximum capacities for machine 
stations' input buffers 
List of maximum capacities for machine 
stations' output buffers 
List of distances between load/unload 
stations and machine stations, and distances 
between different machine stations. 
* @j& means the variable can be either alphanumeric or real. 
** [ ]/[ ] means the variable can be either a lphan ueric I ist or real I ist. 
Table 4. Variable Definitions 
It is assumed that the time units of the input data are consistent with one another. 
For example, the units for the processing times specified by the routing information are 
consistent with those of the transportation time among stations. 
3.4 Programming Language 
Several important features of the PROLOG language makes it a powerful basis for 
developing the simulation generator: 
1) controlled backtracking, 
2) recursive structure, 
3) list function. 
Controlled Backtracking : 
Besides the regular depth-first search method, Prolog offers the user con trolled 
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-backtracking through the cut and fail commands. The cut command, written as an 
exclamation mark (!), is used to increase efficiency by preventing unnecessary 
backtrackings; it also conserves stack memory. 
Example 3.4-1 : 
rulel if subgoall ! 
and subgoal2 
and subgoal3. 
rulel. 
In example 3.4-1, for instance, if subgoall is satisfied, subgoal2 and subgoal3 \vill be 
evaluated and the system will not backtrack to subgoall even if one of the later 
subgoals fail. If, on the other hand, subgoall is not satisfied, the system will go to the 
next rulel for evaluation. In this way, the cut command makes the systen1 treat 
evaluation of rulel very much like an if-then-else structure. 
Example 3.4-2 
rulel if subgoall 
and subgoal2 !. 
In example 3.4-2, the system purges backtracking records from the stack me111ory if 
both subgoals have been satisfied, thus freeing stack memory for later use. 
A second important command is fail, which forces re-execution within a predica.te 
group. 
Example 3.4-3 
rulel if retract(factl) 
and fail. 
rulel. 
In example 3.4-3, factl is a group of facts with an unspecified number of men1bers. 
The fail command forces the system to keep deleting facts within factl until the wl10Ie 
group has been erased from RAM. 
Recursive Structure : 
. One of Prolog's most powerful assets is its ability to process recursively defi11ed 
predicates. This feature is critical to the PROGSIM user, especially in applications 
which involve lists of _unknown size. Example 3.4-4 illustrates the elements of listl that 
are retrieved one by one, and predicatel, predicate2, and predicate3 are evaluated 
untill the list is exhausted. 
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Example 3.4-4 
rulel([]). 
rulel([ListlHeadlListl Tail]) if 
predicatel and predicate2 and predicate3 
and rulel([Listl Tail]). 
Based on the above algorithm, the elements of listl will be sequentially handled by 
these three predicates. The subroutine will search for the first element which is not 
manipulated in the list and execute the three predicates until there is no element left. 
List Function : 
The basic unit in Prolog's data structure is the list. Lists are variably-sized 
collections of numeric/alphabetic objects or other lists, subject to the condition that 
elements belonging to the same list must be of the same type - numeric, alphabetic, or 
list. An example of list structure is PROGSIM's event calendar, whose three-tiered 
hierarchical decomposition is shown in Figure 12. 
[ [[S1,S2, ... ,Sn],[S1,S2, ... ,Si]],[[S1,S2, ... ,Sn],[S1,S2, ... ,Sj]], ... ,[[S1,S2, ... ,Sn],[S1,S2, ... ,Sk]] ] 
Figure 12. Data Structure of PROGSIM's Event Calendar File 
- .. 
At the first level, the decomposition consists of k waiting events (lists) eacl1 
containing the sublists which make up the second level decomposition. There are two 
such sublists in each waiting event, the first holding priority indices and the seco11d 
holding event subroutine parameters. These lists containing the elemental variables 
compose ·the third-level decomposition. 
Besides, Turbo Prolog Toolbox contains many software - development aids which 
have been incorporated into the PROGSIM package. Turbo Prolog tools have three 
different types of applications within PROGSIM: 
1) user interface, 
2) screen layout, 
3) graphics. 
User interface tools include the status lines and various types of menus which help 
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the programmer to develop menu-driven software. Status lines make programs 111ore 
friendly by reminding the user of important options such as exit command. Both 
pulldown menus and box menus are used in PROGSIM. Pulldown menus are used to 
control the major functions of PROGSIM, while the box menus are used to control the 
detailed processes under these major functions. 
Turbo Prolog's screen layout tools are time-saving devices for making screen layout 
specifications. Screen layout tools are used to speed development of all of PROGSIM's 
user interface screens. 
The graphics tools help the programmer to represent information in graphic forn1s. 
The Gantt Charts of PROGSIM's Output-Performance subfunction are generated \Vith 
the aid of these graphic tools. 
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Chapter 4 The FMS Simulator 
4.1 System Desc.ription 
The PROGSIM system is integrated in a pulldown menu used to 1) prompt the user for 
input, such as job routing information, batching, experimetal frame, and model fran1e, and 
2) translate input data to experimental/model frames, 3) run discrete event simulation, 4) 
display output performance in the forms of throughput and the Gantt Chart. Figure 13 
shows an overview of the PROGSIM system. 
Job Routing I Batch Data I I Experimental Data I I Model Data, I I I I 
1 , , t , t 
, t' 
' t' Experimental Frame I Model Frame l 
t 
I Simulation I 
,, 
I Output Performance I 
Figure 13. System Description 
The job routing and batching information is the groundwork upon which the simulation is 
based. The data input function for routing and batching information is three-fold : 1) create 
new data, 2) update existing data, 3) delete data which is no longer useful. Each input 
option may be accessed from the main menu. Figure 14 outlines the use of the routing 
sheet/batch data files. 
I Create a New Set of Data I Update a Set of Data I Delete a Set of Data I 
, , , , 
I Data Files of Job Routing/Batching I 
Figure 14. Data File of Routing Sheet/Batch Used by the System 
Once job routing and batching information is entered, PROGSIM queries the user for the 
physical configuration and production strategies of the modelled system, wl1ich then become 
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the experimental and model frame data for the sin1ulation. The user has the option of 
entering multiple sets of experimental data and model data which can be saved <1n<l 
combined in a desired way as input for subsequent si1nulation runs. The selected sets <)f da.ta 
are transferred to the experimental and model frames. The experimental/ model fran1cs 
include all the parameters needed in a simulation run. The statistics are recorded in an 
output file which can be organized in either throughput or the Gantt Chart form. Figure 1.5 
sho\vs the use of data files of the experiment/model. 
I Create Update I I Delete I I Select a Set of Data to be simulated I 
', , , , t 
Data Files of Experiment/Model 
, t 
Experimental/Model Fran1e j 
Figure 15. Data File of Experiment/1\tlodel Used by the System 
The PROGSIM which the user interfaces for building model frames is intelligent and user-
oriented. The input screens of the model frame will automatically prompt the user ,vith 
questions based on previous input. For example, if the user indicates that both machine A 
and machine B are in the FMS, by keying them in, PROGSIM will then automatically asl~ 
the user what the distance is between machine A and machine B. Beyond that, PROGSIM 
allows the user a great deal of flexibility in making small-scale modifications, particularl)' 
those which involve devices operating independently. Simulated models can incorporate , 
either private buffers for each machine station, common buffers, or any combination of 
private and common buffers. The user may select different priority rules for machines and 
transportation devices. In addition, multiple-level priority rules are available. (i.e., the lo,ver 
level of the priority rule is applied until it breaks the tie with the higher level of tl1e priority 
rule.) Another advantage of the system is that parts can visit the same machine multiple 
• 
times, a feature not always available. 
The simulation generator PROGSIM is designed to measure the performance of dynamic 
dispatching rules as a decision aid for FMS cell supervisors. The dispatching rules, ho,vever, 
just represent one of many types of parameters which can form the basis for simulation. 
Other parameter types which might serve as potential experimental data in the simulation 
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process are listed in the Table 5: 
Management Level 
Upper Management 
FMS Cell Supervisor 
Task 
. System modification/expansion 
. Part-mix changes 
. Released batches change 
. Batching arrival time/due date change 
. Operation sequences of parts change 
. Available machine stations/material 
handling systems change 
. Dispatching rules for machine stations/ material 
handling systems change 
Table 5. Level of FMS Decision Making 
Some assumptions may be relaxed by expanding or modifying the system. For exa111ple, 
the system can simulate machine breakdown with the addition of two more event 
subroutines (one to simulate machine breakdown, another to simulate machines recovery). 
The timing of the breakdown and recovery is scheduled on the event calendar in advance. 
Once these events are encountered in the schedule during execution, the appropriate event 
subroutine is called. Another such system expansion involves letting each kind of n1achine 
have its own priority rules. The programmer just has to modify the method for assigning 
priority rules to each kind of machine instead of assigning the priority rules to all machi11es. 
Certainly, the system's user interface must be adjusted with each expansion or modification. 
4.2 Dynamic Aspects of FMS 
The dynamic structure of the simulation mechanism is an internal characteristic of the 
software and reflects the state of the program at a given moment during execution. The 
dynamic behavior of Machines, Buffers, and Material-Handling-System - three subclasses of 
Model-Frame in PROGSIM - are examined in this section. 
There are two main events in the machining process: 1) machines are requested, a11d 2) 
machines finish the machining processes on parts. The following two kinds of situations will 
cause a machine to be requested: 1) a newly arrival part is delivered to an idle machine, or 
2) a part is machined and departured from the machine; as a result, that machine becomes 
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available. Once a part is processed, one of four actions may be chosen: 1) put into machine-
output-buffer, 2) transfer to common-buffer, 3) deliver to the next machine/unload-station, 
or 4) hold the part on the machine until the destination or the transportation device is 
available. Table 6 shows an algorithmic representation of the machining process. 
Labels of PROGSIM : Model-Frame 
Process : Machining 
Description 
1) Once a machining process is requested* : 
IF the machine is idle, 
THEN the part with highest priority 
is processed, 
END IF. 
2) Once a machining process is finished : 
IF there is a machine-output-buffer, 
THEN IF the machine-output-buffer 
is available, 
THEN put the part in the output 
buffer and request transportation, 
ELSE hold the part in the machine 
buffer until the machine-output-
buffer is available**, 
END IF, 
ELSE IF there is a common- buffer, 
THEN IF the common-buffer 
is available, 
THEN request transportation 
devices to deliver the part 
to the common-buffer, 
ELSE hold the part on the 
machine and wait for the next 
processing machine or the 
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PROLOG Code 
event((MachineStart]) if 
machine( idle), 
get Highest P rioirty Part (Part),!, 
sched ule(Time,[MachineFinish]). 
event( [MachineStart]). 
event( [MachineFinish]) if 
bufferStatus( CurrentParts,Capacity ), 
CurrentParts < Capacity,!, 
request( transportation), 
setMachine(idle), 
schedule( O,[MachineStart ]) . 
event ( [M achineFinish]) if 
bufferStatus( _ ,0), ! , 
setMachine(holdPart ), 
request( transportation). 
event( [MachineFinish]) if 
set Machine( wait ForO u tpu t Buffer). 
common-buffer being available, 
END IF, 
END IF. 
ELSE hold the part on the machine 
and wait for the next processing 
machine being available, 
END IF, 
* If the machine-input-buffer-capacity = 0, a part can only be delivered when the machine is idle. 
If the machine-input-buffer-capacity > 0, the part enters the input buffer before it is 
processed by the machine. 
** If the part has the highest transferring priority in the system, and both the next processing 
machine and the transportation devices are available, then the transportation device will 
deliver that part to the next processing machine. 
Table 6. Dynamic Structure of Machining Process 
There are two kinds of buffers in the FMS: 1) common-buffers, and 2) machine-1/0-
buffers. If the number zero is assigned to the buffer capacity, it means that there is no such 
buffer in the simulated FMS. Since these two options ( 0 or greater than O ) can be assigned 
to either of the above two kinds of buffers, there are 4 ( 22 ) possible combinations of 
buffers for the FMS. These combinations are detailed in Table 7. 
Labels of PROGSIM : Model-Frame 
Process: Buffers 
Description PROLOG Code 
1) Common-buffer-capacity= 0 and machine-1/0-buffer-capacity = 0 : 
IF there are available machines, event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
THEN transfer the qualified part partWaitingList(Parts), 
with highest priority, 
ELSE wait for some machine to be available, 
END IF. 
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qualify( machine,Parts,CohsenPart) ,! , 
schedule(Time,[MachineStart] ). 
event([Mat'lHandling) if 
set Mat 'IH andlingSystem(idle). 
2) Common-buffer-capacity = 0 and machine-1/0-buffer-capacity > 0 : 
IF there are available machine-buffers, event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
THEN the qualified part with the . partWaitingList(Parts), 
highest priority will be transferred, 
ELSE wait for the machine-buffer 
to be available, 
END IF. 
qualify(buffer ,Parts,ChosenPart ),!, 
sched ule(Time,[MachineStart]). 
event([Mat '!Handling]) if 
set Mat 'lHandlingSystem(idle). 
3) Common-buffer-capacity > 0 and machine-1/0-buffer-capacity = 0 : 
IF the machines are available, event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
THEN the qualified part with highest priority partWaitingList(Parts),!, 
will be transferred to an available machine, 
ELSE IF the common-buffer is not full, 
THEN the part with highest 
ENF IF. 
priority will be transferred 
to the common-buffer, 
ELSE wait for the machine or 
common-buffer to be available, 
END IF. 
qualify( machine,Parts,ChosenPart) ,! , 
schedule( [Time,[M achineStart]). 
event([Mat'lHandling) if 
check Common Buffer( not Full), 
part WaitingList( Parts), 
qualify( cobuff,Parts,ChosenPart ),!, 
sched ule(Time,[MachineStart]). 
event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
set Mat 'lHandlingSystem(idle ). 
4) Common-buffer-capacity > 0 and machine-I/0-buffer-capacity > 0 : 
IF there are available machine-buffers, event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
THEN the qualified part with the waitingPartList(Parts ), 
highest priority will be transferred, 
ELSE IF the common-buffer is not full, 
THEN the part of the highest 
priority will be transferred 
END IF. 
to the common-buffer, 
ELSE wait for the machine-buffer 
or common-buffer to be available, 
ENF IF, 
qualify(buffer ,Parts,ChosenPart) ,! , 
sched ule(Time,[MachineStart]). 
event([Mat'lHandling]) if 
checkCommon Buffer( not Full), 
part WaitingList(Parts ), 
qualify( cobuff,Parts,ChosenPart ),!, 
schedule( Time, [P artArriveCo bu f~). 
event( matl 'Handling) if 
setMat'lHandlingSystem(idle). 
Table 7. Dynamic Structure of Buffers 
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Three types of events occur in the material handling system: 1) transportation devices are 
requested, 2) a transportation device arrives to pick up a departing part, 3) a part is 
dropped off at its destination. PROGSIM is limited to systems with only one type of 
transportation device; however, the number of the devices vary. Dynamic control of 
transportation devices is described in Table 8. 
Labels of PROGSIM : Model-Frame 
Process : Material handling 
Description 
1) Once a transportation device is requested: 
1.1) find the highest priority part whose 
destination is available, 
1.2) IF the search in 1.1) is true, 
THEN move the transportation 
device to the chosen part, 
ELSE set the transportatin device idle, 
END IF. 
2) Once the transportation device arrive at the part: 
2 .1) transfer the part to its destination* . 
2.2) IF the capacity of the output buffer for 
the machine of the departing part is 0, 
THEN set that machine idle, 
ELSE IF the output buffer for the 
machine of the departing part 
is full and some part is in 
the machine waiting for 
a place in the output buffer, 
THEN release the waiting part 
to the output buffer, 
IF the input buffer for the 
machine of the departing part 
is not empty, 
THEN load the part with the 
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PROLOG code 
event([Mat'lHandlingMove]) if 
partWaitingList([ ]),!, 
set Mat 'lHandlingSystem(idle). 
event([Mat'lHandlingMove]) if 
part WaitingList(Parts), 
sort( [Parts ,Sorted Parts]), 
sched ule(Time,[Mat 'lHandlingS tart]). 
event([Mat'lHandlingStart]) if 
findDestination(Position), 
sched ule(Time,[Mat 'lHandlingStop]), 
postProcess(mat 'I Get Part). 
postProcess(mat'lGetPart) if 
machine(holdPart ),!, 
set M achine(idle). 
schedule( O,[MachineStart]). 
post Process( mat 'l Get Part) if 
machine(waitToOutputBuffer ),!, 
schedule( 0,( machineFinish]). 
highest priority and start 
the operation, 
ELSE set the machine idle, 
END IF. 
END IF, 
END IF. 
3) Once the part is moved to the destination: 
IF the destination is a machine, 
THEN set the priority rules of 
machining for that part and put the 
part in the machine-input-buffersp** , 
ELSE IF the destination is common-
buffer, 
END IF. 
THEN put the part into 
the common-buffer, 
ELSE the part is moved to the 
unload-station and 
leaves the system, 
END IF. 
event([Mat'lHandlingStop]) if 
destination( unloadStation) ,! . 
schedule(O,[Mat'lHandlingMove]). 
event([Mat'lHandlingStop]) if 
destination( common Buffer),!, 
renew([CommonBuffer]), 
schedule( O,[Mat 'lHandlingMove]). 
event([Mat 'lHandlingStop ]) if 
set Priorty( [Part]), 
renew( [MachineB uffer]), 
schedule( O,[Mat 'lHandlingMove]). 
* IJ the destination is a machine and there is more than one machine of that type, select tile 
machine with the least parts in its input buffer. 
** If the input-buffer-capacity = 0, a part can only be delivered when the machine is idle. Tile 
simulation generator will assign a pseudo buffer to that machine. Whenever a part is delivered 
to the pseudo buffer, the machine will start to process the part immediately. 
Table 8. Dynamic Structure of Material Handling Process 
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Chapter 5 Demonstration 
Three examples are presented in this chapter, ranging from rudimentary systen1s to 
sophisticated ones. Since each of the last two examples builds upon the preceding, the 
readers are recommanded to read the material sequentially. 
The three examples presented in this chapter use the same routing sheets whicl1 are 
summarized in Table 8. The machining sequence is unique for each part, and the operation 
time is deterministic for each machining process. Three types of parts with tl1eir o\vn 
machining sequences and operation times will be processed. 
Part Name 
a 
b 
C 
Machining Sequence 
Seq. No. 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
Machining Type 
lathe 
drill 
grinder 
mill 
lathe 
grinder 
drill 
grinder 
mill 
Table 8. The Parts in Routing Sheets 
Operation Tin1e 
2 
1 
2.5 
1.5 
2 
3 
1 
2 
0.5 
In the following examples, four kinds of machines deal with the above four tyJ)es of 
machining processes : 
1) machine aa - lathe, 
2) machine bb - drill, 
3) machine cc - mill, 
4) machine dd - grinder. 
Once a part arrives at the job shop, it is put in the loading station. Then, the 
transportation device will deliver the part to the next machining station. After tl1e last 
machining process, the part will be moved to the unloading station. 
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5.1 Job Shop with Only Single-Machine Types and without Storage Buffers 
A simple job shop has only single-machine types - one machine for each machine type. 
There is one fork lift which serves as the material handling device. Since there is no buffer in 
the job shop, the finished parts have to wait to be delivered until the next machine is 
available. 
The fork lift is used to transfer only one unit of the material/work-in-process at one time. 
No dispatching rules are applied in the job shop. Therefore, the fork lift randomly transfers 
any one of the parts which are waiting for delivery. The moving speed of fork lift is constant 
at 2 unit-distance/unit-time. 
Table 10 lists the distances between the machines in the job shop. 
aa bb cc dd 
Loading station 2 1 1 1 
Unloading station 2 1 1 2 
Machine aa 1 2 1 
Machine bb 2 1 
Machine cc 2 
Table 10. The Distances between Machines 
The parts grouped in batch one are loaded to the job shop at time 0. 
Batch Name Batch Size Parts in Batch Part-Mix Arriving Time Due Date 
1 4 abc 25 25 50 0 10 
Table 11. The Batch Arrivals in Example 5.1 
The simulation will stop at time 40. 
Experimental Frame: 
Three types of parameters are considered in the experimental frame: 1) the stop time for 
the simulation, 2) batch name, arrival time and due date, and 3) the priority rules for the 
material handling system and machines. Since in this case, parts are handled randomly in 
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the job shop, the user keys in No. 8 (random) to the priority rules query. The sequence of 
options is summarized in Table 12 : 
********************** 
Experimental Frame 
********************** 
Experimental Frame Name : I exal 
Simulation Stop Time : !..._4_0 _ __, 
Information on batches which will be loaded into the system : 
Batch Name : 1 
~---------------------------' 
ArrivalTime: 0 
~---------------------------' 
- ---- ----Due Date : 10 
~----------------------------
Available Priority Rules : 1) ShortestPT, 2) LargestPT, 3) SPTRemain, 4) LPTR, 
5) FirstlnFOut, 6) FAShopFO, 7) EDueDate, 8) Rando111. 
Priority Rules for 1) Machines : I 8 I 
2) Material Handling System : ,--8---------. 
Table 12. Experimental Frame Data for Expmple 5.1 
Model Frame: 
Three kinds of menus comprise the system's user interface for building model fra.n1es. 
Table 13, menu type one, stores basic information concerning machines and the n1aterial 
handling system which are described above. 
Machine Centers : 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : l exal 
Machine Types l..--a-a_,,.....b...,,...b_c_c___,,..d_,,.d--------------------.1 
Machine Number I 1 1 1 1 J 
Material Handling System : 
Type I forkLift I Number·..._! 1 _ ___, Speed ..._I 2 _ ! (Unit of Distance/Unit of Time) 
Table 13. Type One Menu for Example 5.1 
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Table 14, menu type two, records the buffer capacities. Since the default capacity of a 
buffer is 0, the user dose not have to key in anything for this example. 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exal 
If the machines share a common buffer, 
key in the capacity of the common buffer : _! O ___ __ 
If the machines have private buffers, 
key in the capacity of machine input/output buffers : 
Machine Types aa,bb,cc,dd 
lnpu tBuff. Capacity ,--0-0_0_0 __________________ 1 
OutputB uff.Capacity _! _O_O_O_O ________________ i
Table 14. Type Two Menu for Example 5.1 
The user keys in the distances between the machines from the type three menu. Tables 
will appear repeatedly to prompt the user for all the necessary information. Table 15 sho,vs 
a sample type three menu prompting the user to key in the distances from the loading 
station to machine-aa/ machine- b b / macine-cc/ machine-dd. 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exal 
Distance from Machine/Station : Loading Station 
Machine Types aa,bb,cc,dd 
to : 
Machine N um berl .--..,,...2-1,----,-1-1.,...------------------------. 
Table 15. A Sample Type Three Menu for Example 5.1 
Output Performance: 
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1\fter the si11111latiou run, t\vo types 1.)f ()Utput perfc)rrna.ncc can b,~ sclectc<l fron1 the 111a.in 
n1cnu: 1) throughput, and 2) the Gantt Cha.rt. Table lG lists the thrc)ughput for each pa.rt, 
a.nd Figure 16 shc)\VS the utilization of machines and transport.at.ion devices in the (;antt 
Chart forn1. 
Part Batch Ti1ne In Time Out 
C 1 0 11.5 
C 1 0 17 
a 1 0 20 
b 1 0 26.,5 
Table 16. Throughput of Parts ..t\.rriving at S)'Stem 
Since only one fork lift is available in this job shop, the part ,vill spend a lot of tin1e in 
\vaiti11g to be delivered. The details are in<lica.ted as Figure 16. 
aa 
bb 
cc 
dd 
C 
a 
I 
b 
I 
I 
a 
I 
b 
C 
I 
C 
l 
C 
I 
a 
l 
ca b a b C CC C a C 
I 
forkLift 1-+ l----+l-----1 L.___~1~_.....f~l....-+-l---1 --1 ~+-I ---+-l--1 
I I I I I I I I I I 
-1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
a 
I 
I 
19 
b 
I 
I 
b 
I 
21 
I 
23 
Figure 16. The Output Performance in the Ga.11tt Chart Form 
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b 
L, 
I I 
25 27 
5.2 Automated Manufacturing Cell with Compound-Machines Type and One Common 
Storage Buffer 
In order to meet the production requirements, the management rebuilt the above job 
shop to become an automated manufacturing cell. The manufacturing cell consists of four 
different groups of machines. Each group contains a number of identical machines whicl1 
are listed in the following table: 
Machine Group Type of Machine Number of Machines in Group 
aa 
bb 
cc 
dd 
lathe 
drill 
mill 
gride 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Table 17. The Machines in the Job Shop 
All the machines in the cell share one common buffer, and the maximum capacity is 20. 
The AGVS (Automated Guided Vehicle System) is installed to automize the 111aterial 
handling process. Table 18 and Table 19 provide the information of the transportatio11 
devices and the distances between the machines in the cell. 
Name Numbers of Transportation Devices Transporting Speed 
AGV 4 4 
Table 18. The Transportation Device in the Automated Manufacturing Cell 
Common-buffer aa bb cc dd 
Loading station 3 1 2 1 ') ,_, 
Unloading station 3 2 1 2 1 
Common buffer 1 1 1 1 
Machine aa 1 1 2 
Machine bb 2 1 
Machine cc 1 
Table 19. The Distances between Machines 
Two batches will be loaded into the system: batch 1 at time 0, and batch 2 at ti1ue 5. 
The information relating to the batch arrivals is as follow: 
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Batch Name Batch Size Parts in Batch Part-Mix Arriving Time Due Date 
1 
2 
4 
2 
abc 
ac 
25 25 50 
50 50 
0 
5 
Table 20. The Batch Arrivals in Expmple 5.2 and 5.3 
10 
20 
The priority rule first-in-first-out (FIFO) is applied by AGVS to transfer parts. The 
simulation time is stopped at 50. 
Experimental Frame: 
The sequence of options is summarized in Table 21 : 
********************** 
Experimental Frame 
********************** 
Experimental Frame Name : I exa2 
Simulation Stop Time : _l 5_0 __ _ 
Information on batches which will be loaded into the system : 
Batch Name : 1 2 
r---...,,..-_-....,...- -_-_-_-_-_-_-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-------_-_-_-_-----_-----_----- -_--------- -------_----- ----.J 
Arriv.alTime: I O 5 I 
'-;::::;::::;:=::;:::::;::========================================:-' Due Date :! __ 10_20 ___________________ ____,! 
Available Priority Rules : 1) ShortestPT, 2) LargestPT, 3) SPTRemain, 4) LPTR, 
5) FirstlnFOut, 6) F AShopFO, 7) EDueDate, 8) Rando1n. 
Priority Rules for 1) Machines : ( 5 ! 
2) Material Handling System : l,--.5------. 
Table 21. Experimental Frame Data for Exapmle 5.2 
Model Frame: 
Table 22 stores the information about machines and the material handling system. The 
information of type and number of machines is provided in Table 17. Four AGVs are 
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installed in the automated manufacturing cell. The specifications of AGVS are as shown in 
Table 18. 
Machine Centers : 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa2 
Machine Types 1.---a-a--.,,......b.,.....b_c_c-dd------------------, 
Machine Number I 1 1 1 2 I 
Material Handling System : 
Type I agv j N um her 1 ....... 4 _ _____. Speed !_4 __ ! (Unit of Distance/Unit of Ti1ne) 
Table 22. Type One Menu for Example 5.2 
One common buffer is installed for all machines, and there are no private buffers in the. 
automated manufacturing cell. Table 23 shows buffer capacities in Example 5.2: 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa2 
If the machines share a common buffer, 
key in the capacity of the common buffer : ....._! 2_0 ___ ~ 
If the machines have private buffers, 
key in the capacity of machine input/output buffers : 
Machine Types aa,bb,cc,dd 
InputBuff. Capacity !,---~0~0~0~0----------------, 
OutputBuff.Capacity I...__O_O_O_O ______________ ___.! 
Table 23. Type Two Menu for Example 5.2 
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Type three menu allows the user to key in the distances between the machines. Table 24 
shows a sample type three menu prompting to the user key in the distances fro1n the 
loading station to common-buffer /machine-aa/ machine-b b /macine-cc/machine-dd. 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa2 
Distance from Machine/Station : Loading Station 
Machine Types cobuff,aa,bb,cc,dd 
to : 
Machine Num her -I _3_1 _2_1_2---------------------. 
Table 24. A Sample Type Three Menu for Example 5.2 
Output Performance: 
Table 25 lists the throughput for each part, and Figure 17 shows the utilization of 
machines and transportation devices in the Gantt Chart form. 
Part Batch Time In Time Out 
C 1 0 4.25 
C 1 0 6.25 
a 1 0 7.25 
C 2 5 9.75 
b 1 0 12.75 
a 2 5 14 
Table 25. Throughput of Parts Arriving at Aystem 
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Figure 17. The Output Performance in the Gantt Chart Form 
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5.3 Automated Manufacturing Cell with Private Storage Buffers for Each Machine and 
Multiple Dispatching Rules 
Suppose that management decides to adjust the automated manufacturing cell of cxa1nple 
B to meet new requirements. The modifications are as follows: 1) reduce the nun1ber of 
AGVs by one, 2) allow the function of user defined multi-level dispatching rules and 3) 
replace the common buffer with private buffers for each machine. The capacities of 
input/output buffers are specified in Table 26. 
Machine Group Input Buffer Capacity Output Buffer Capacit,y 
aa 
bb 
cc 
dd 
4 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
Table 26. The Capacity of Input/Output Buffers for Each Machine in Example 5.3 
The distances between the remaining machines are unchanged. The distance inforn1ation 
is indicated in Table 27: 
aa bb cc dd 
Loading station 1 2 1 2 
Unloading station 2 1 2 1 
Machine aa 1 1 2 
Machine bb 2 1 
Machine cc 1 
Table 27. The Distances between Machines 
The batch arrivals are identical to those of Example 5.2. Machines and AGVs have their 
own dispatching rules, and the cell supervisor decides to apply the following dispatching 
rules for machines/ AGV s: 
Dispatching rules for machines : EDD(Earliest Due Date), SPT, SPTRemain 
Dispatching rules for AGVs : EDD, SPTR, SPT 
Table 28. The Dispatching Rules for Machines/ AGVs in Example 5.3 
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Please simulate the above manufacturing cell until 50 units of time. 
Experimental Frame: 
Due dates for the batches and the dispatching rules are displayed in Table 29. 
********************** 
Experimental Frame 
********************** 
Experimental Frame Name : I exa3 
Simulation Stop Time : 1 ..... 5_0 __ __, 
Information of batches which will be loaded into the system : 
Batch Name : 1 2 ......__ _______________________ ___, 
ArrivalTime: 0 5 
"-::======================================================:::::_, Due Date : L--1 _10"-----2_0 ____________________ ~ 
Available Priority Rules : 1) ShortestPT, 2) LargestPT, 3) SPTRemain, 4) LPTR, 
5) FirstinFOut, 6) FAShopFO, 7) EDueDate, 8) Rando1n. 
Priority Rules for 1) Machines : I 7 1 3 I 
2) Material Handling System : .__I _7_3_1 ____ __. 
Table 29. Experimental Frame Data for Example 5.3 
Model Frame : 
The number of AGVs alotted for transportation has been reduced to three. 
Transportation-related information is given in Table 30. 
Machine Centers : 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa3 
Machine Types l_a_a_b_b_c_c_d_d _________________ ___,I 
Machine Number I 1 1 1 2 I 
Material Handling System : 
Type I agv I N um her !._3 _ ___, Speed l._4 _ ___.I (Unit of Distance/Unit of Time) 
Table 30. Type One Menu Used in Example 5.3 
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Private buffers have replaced the common buffer in the automated manufacturing cell. 
Table 31 indicates the buffer capacities: 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa3 
If the machines share one common buffer, 
key in the capacity of common buffer : !_O ____ I 
If the machines have their own buffers, 
key in the capacity of machine input/output buffers : 
Machine Types aa,bb,cc,dd 
InputBuff. Capacity -, -4-3_3_2 _______________ __,I 
OutputBuff.Capacity I 4 3 3 2 I 
Table 31. Type Two Menu Used in Example 5.3 
The type three menus are shown in Example B, except that the sytstem no longer 
prompts for distances between machines or loading/unloading stations and common buffer. 
****************** 
Model Frame 
****************** 
Model Frame Name : I exa3 
Distance from Machine/Station : Loading Station 
Machine Types aa,bb,cc,dd 
to : 
Machine Number!,..... _1_2_1_2----------------------. 
Table 32. One of the Type Three Menu in Example 5.3 
Output Performance: 
Table 33 lists the throughputs for all parts, and Figure 18 shows the utilization of 
machines and transportation devices. 
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Part Batch Tin1e In Time Out 
C 1 0 3.75 
C 1 0 5.25 
a 1 0 6.75 
b 1 0 11. 2.5 
a 2 10 12.5 
C ? 10 12.75 
-
Table 33. Throughput of Parts Arriving at System in Example 5.3 
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Figure 18. The Output Performance in the Gantt Chart Form 
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